
8 Icebreaker Games 
For  Your Next

 Virtual Club Meeting 

Would You Rather 
Use these hilarious “Would You Rather”

questions or brainstorm your own!

 Read My Lips 
Select a theme or category (e.g. sports

teams, fruit, colors)

The volunteer or chosen student mutes

themselves and then mouths their

word. 

Everyone else types their guesses into

the chat. 

 Music Trivia 
Play a fragment of a popular song.

The first student to guess the correct

song in the chatbox is the winner!

 Scavenger Hunt 
Ask each student to select a category

(each category is 1 round) to add to

the list (e.g. your favorite book).

Or ask each student to pick 3 items

(e.g. record, game controller,

headphones) to add to the list. 

Whoever retrieves all of the items first or

wins the most rounds is the champion!
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Add a little bit of spice to your next
virtual club meeting with a fun,

icebreaker game!

 

https://conversationstartersworld.com/would-you-rather-questions/#funny


Share your screen and ask participants to follow along
with the directions given by these Disney animators to
create their very own drawings. 
Share your fabulous creations with each other.

One student is selected as the Wink Assassin.
The Wink Assassin sends a private wink emoji message
to their chosen victims.
Recipients of a wink emoji, dramatically act out their death
and turn off their cameras.
The remaining players vote on whom they believe to be
the assassin. The player who receives the most votes is
out and turns off their camera.
Keep playing until the Wink Assassin is exposed.

Give your peers a heads up to think of a talent or trick
(silly or truly remarkable) that they can perform at your
upcoming meeting (e.g. a magic trick, playing an
instrument, an impression, a cartwheel, etc.). It’s pretty
funny and awe-inspiring what folx will come up with. 

The volunteer or selected student silently thinks of a word
or object. 
The rest of the group asks 20 yes or no questions to help
them correctly guess the word or object. 

 5. Directed Drawings (Materials: paper and pencil)

 6. Wink Assassin 

 7. Talent Show

 8. 20 Questions 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lv5qFYJNTbs&list=PLflf8xbnbx65Z2oa2F9uqKZxJJn-4Nynr

